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Hello!

We are wedding
photographers
Jennifer & Melanie, a
duo team specialising
in documentary
wedding photography,
with a side helping of
timeless, classic
imagery.

www.memoriesmilestones.co.uk

Your Authentic wedding story.

Our special attribute at
Memories and Milestones is
that you will have two
photographers covering your
wedding.
Because there are two of us,
we will always be
photographing different
perspectives and while one of
us may be shooting ‘the main
event’, for example the
speeches, the other will be
capturing guests’ reactions.

Passionate about
capturing
gorgeous
wedding
photographs for
lovely people.

We let your day unfold and
capture perfect moments
through careful anticipation.
Our aim is to make timeless
wedding images that are never
cheesy, while still capturing the
essence of the day with
beautiful moments that you'll
treasure forever.

Emma & Ross

“To the MOST fabulous
Photographers!
Thank you so much for
being part of our special
day.
You were everything we
could’ve hoped for & more –
at times we could of
mistaken you both as our
guests! We are both so
pleased with the photos, they
capture the day beautifully.
We couldn’t have wished for
better photos to help us relive
such an amazing day.”

Our
Packages

Full day

£1195

Full day's coverage from
bridal preparations,
ceremony, reception and

"And

speeches through to your
first dance at the evening

so the

reception - and all those
precious moments that
happen throughout the day

adventure
begins..."

.

Relaxed, newly-wed
images.

Group photographs
(Bride's close family,
groom's close family,
bridal party and whole
group shot).

700+ high-res images.

20 7x5" fine art prints.

Half Day

£795

Coverage of your ceremony
and arrival at reception
(approx. 4 hours).

Relaxed, newly-wed images.

Group photographs (Bride's
close family, groom's close
family, bridal party and
whole group shot).

300+ high-res images.

10 7x5" fine art prints.

The prices act as a guide; come along and meet us to discuss
your requirements in more detail.

Included in every package
~ An initial, no obligation meeting to get to know each
other and to discuss your plans.
~ A further in-depth consultation nearer the time to
map out the timeline and details of your wedding day.
~ Venue visit - we'll check out your venue before your
wedding to find the best spots for photos.
~ TWO photographers - it will always and only ever
be us.
~ Then the good bit - your gorgeous images all edited
in a mixture of black & white and colour with full
print privileges.
~ Bespoke USB presentation parcel.
~ 7x5" prints.
~ Facebook preview (usually within 24 hours) to give
you and your guests a little sneak peek.

Matthew 28:19

There are so many options online today for couples to create photo
books or have their favourite images put onto canvas that we don't
feel it's necessary to build this cost into our packages.

“
“Can’t rate these lovely ladies enough. 5* is not enough they were absolutely
brilliant for our wedding. Such nice people who took amazing pics and made
the whole process a breeze. Book them. Book them now. You won’t regret it.”

Kirsty & Garry

How we shoot

Getting ready: we focus on documentary style
shooting, with some rearrangements of details.
Ceremony: documentary style, we’ll stay out of the
way, quickly darting in and out of the aisle to get the
shots we need with a long lens so we’re not
disturbing the guests or the officiant
Formals: we’ll transform to the classic, traditional

Our Style

style briefly to get the photos the parents and
grandparents want. Our system if efficient enough
that we can blast through these and focus on our
favourite time during a wedding…
Creatives: We sweep the bride & groom somewhere
pretty for some relaxed couple photos.

Reception: Back to documentary, we let everyone
relax and they’ve mostly forgotten that we exist.
Here's where we
capture those beautiful little moments during the
evening that are largely unnoticed by everyone
else.

FAQ's

FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

Will we get both of you at our
wedding?
Yes, you will! We love to capture the
whole story of the day and we feel
that such a lot is happens throughout
the day two pairs of eyes are better
than one!
Will we be able to meet up with you
before we decide to book?
Of course you can! We actually
encourage this as we love to meet
our couples initially for a relaxed no
obligation chat. We want you to
choose the right photographer/s.
We can’t wait to see our photos!
How long will it take to receive
them?
Our current turn around time for
getting all your photos to you is a two
weeks. This may increase to three
weeks in the peak season.

“Jen & Mel photographed
our wedding in November
and we could not have
asked for more! They were
professional throughout
from the moment we booked
them, their photos were
fantastic and were
presented to us before we
even returned from our
honeymoon! I would highly
recommend memories &
milestones for your wedding
photography!”

Hannah & Ben

How to get in touch

Email us ~
enquiries@memoriesmilestones.co.uk
Like us ~
www.facebook.com/memoriesmilestonesp
hotography
Follow us ~
www.instagram.com/memoriesmilestones
photography
Tweet us ~ twitter.com/memandmilphoto

Thanks for
reading! Please
get in contact for
any further
information.

We hope you like our
photos. If they speak to
you, we'd love to chat.
We'll put the kettle on!

